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Oil flows down thin threads, over a sewing machine,metal coils and thread
rollers tied to the ceiling.A carpet of red powder lies on the floor, turmeric
and lime in the shape of delicate floral patterns.In the exhibition Signs taken
for Wonders, artist Munish Wadhia returns to the images and objects that
surrounded him during his childhood, but with a decolonial gaze that
questions their given meanings. What nationalist and colonial strategies
control the understanding and valuation of these images? And how do they
still exert their oppression?

The exhibition rooms are filled with objects and paintings that have been
detached from their previous contexts and unveil relationships between
images that have long been considered far apart. As an artist educated
mainly in painting, Munish Wadhia became interested in the paintings of
Hindu gods early on. With the help of postcolonial thinkers like Franz
Fanon and Gayatri Spivak, and art historians like Christopher Pinney
(Photos of the Gods, 2004), new perspectives emerge; the landscapes in the
paintings are more typical of Europe than India,and the artists behind them
are Europeans as well. The postcolonial perspective is just about that: to
explore how the West has portrayed the East as something alien, irrational
and dehumanized,in order to legitimize the cruel colonization of these areas.

In MunishWadhia's work,these strategies become a critique ofWestern
art history both in content and form. By drawing on images and symbols
from other thanWestern discourse,he detaches painting from its traditions
and plays with collective memories, heritage and ideas of belonging. The
expected meanings of the images and objects are dislocated and
deconstructed. Play and accident have been guiding strategies in the work,
as they enable an expression of what is truly subjective.



After a year of recurring residency stays atArt LabGnesta, the context is
slowly interwoven with the work. At local flea markets, the artist has
collected crocheted tablecloths, wearing the same pattern as a mandala.
Classic copper items found in Gnesta and India are stacked on top of one
another.Red paintings return on the walls and floors, it is turmeric and Falu
red paint that are linked by their deep red hue. Falu red paint is made from
iron ochre, and in the 1300s the paint was used to mimic bricks of Gothic
cathedrals onto the white plastered churches.Today it represents a national
romantic image of the landscape, an image constructed during the 19th
century.A century focused on chiseling national stereotypes, paralleled by
the fact that the paint was popularized in cottages and farmhouses.

In the small black room,tigers are drawn on the wall, as a thread between
the colonial fantasies of the matchboxes produced in Sweden, the principle
of neutrality and the state campaign of "a Swedish tiger". Sweden's role in
colonial history still requires scrutiny, and the exhibition Signs taken for
Wonders turns the question of responsibility back to us.
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